Introduction
Let V be a complex algebraic variety of dimension <2 and its singularity set Sing F is assumed to be consisted of isolated singular points. Restrict the Fubini-Study metric of the ambient projective space containing V to the smooth part F-Sing V. Then the purpose of this paper is to investigate the relationships among various "L 2 -Dolbeault cohomology groups" defined on the incomplete Kahler manifold F-Sing V.
As is well-known, if V is nonsingular, the so-called Dolbeault cohomology groups are defined naively, with no need of care of its metric, by J^'*( and so forth. Excluding (i) which is too naive, the L 2 -Dolbeault cohomology groups made from the d-, d-operators with the domains (ii), (iii), (iv) are studied mainly by Pardon [9] , Haskell [4] and the author [7] respectively and their subtle differences have been becoming clear. In the paper we will study the relationships mainly among the above cohomology groups, whose precise definitions are given at Definition 1.1. § 1. Some Elementary Properties of the .L
-Dolbeaiilt Cohomology
Let us slightly modify the notations in [9] and [4] , which are very useful and convenient but are somewhat ambiguous for our purpose.
From now on let X be an w-dimensional compact complex manifold. Though only the cases n=l 9 2 are needed in the following sections, we do not dare to place a restriction on the dimension since the assertions in this section do not depend on n and it would be rather worth-while to report them for general n: cf. [9, §3] Moreover there exist also the following Hodge decompositions :
As for (1.3), the similar decomposition holds also for the ^-operators. Next The following injections can be gotten because of (1.3) and (1.6):
The results similar to (1.6) and (1.7) hold for 3 and d. As a conjecture at (1.7), both of the right -'-» will be isomorphic: 
Proof. Since the restriction of a nondegenerate metric on X to X-E is conical near E 9 [I] implies (1). In the following let us prove (2), for which we have only to review the proof of Pardon [ 
I-
Final Remark. In the following sections, the arrows -^, ->, etc. among the cohomology groups always mean the existence of an injective map, a surjective map, etc. which are induced from natural cochain maps. § 2. Main Theorems for Singular Surfaces Let S be a complex algebraic surface with isolated singular points. It does not need to be normal. 
Proposition 2.1. (HsiANG-PATi [5]). There exists a desingularization pi (X, E)-*(S, Sing S) such that, defining r to be the pullback (by p) of the FubiniStudy metric of an ambient projectile space containing S, we have, (0) E= | p -1 (Sing S) | is a union of smooth curves "with normal crossings, (-) at each smooth point of E, there exists a local coordinate neighborhood (U, (u 9 v)) and I<n l <n 2 (integers) such that E= {u=fy on U and
/2 v) d(u n * v) ,(+)
Hence r is a pseudo-metric, which is especially called 'of Hsiang-Pati type'.

Let us fix such a desingularization p: (X, £)-»(£, Sing S). Set
H 0 c -°(X(d)) -> H°-\X(d))
H 2 -\X(d)) <^-H 2 -\X(d)} «=-H i r _ inj '
If '• WO) -^ H»-\(X(d)) -^ H°y-\X(d»
1=
Here the broken arrows mean the existence of the maps which may not induced from the cochain complex maps. Let us make here a brief comment on the cases (p, q)=(l, 0), (1, 2) . The diagrams in the cases are incomplete because both of them are related to the (1 5 l)-forms e For example, though it seems at first sight that there exists a natural map from In [7] we have proved (U, w) and an integer m>l such that the pullback r (by P) of the Fubini-Study metric of an ambient projective space containing C can be expressed as Hence, in the curve case, the pure Hodge decomposition holds neatly:
. Proofs of the Theorems In § 2
We use the notations in § 2. On the local coordinate neighborhood (U, (u, v)) given at Proposition 2.1, we get, by a straightforward computation (cf. [ 
(U) is equivalent to
The lemma obviously implies Corollary 4.2. Set E
G-yX
As for the cohomology groups induced from the above inclusions, we get the following. Let us remark Corollary 1.3 and (1.12).
sition 43. Combined with [7, (5.2) and Theorems 1 and 8.6], they imply ;»=H l\y(X(dJ) one can take a sequence <p^Jl\^(X-E) satisfying 9,-->^ and d<pj-»0 in -£y'*(X). Letting ( , ) be the inner product of _£}»*(X) and applying the Hodge identity for JIY (X-E) 9 we have Hence d<pj tends to zero in J^(X\ which means that there exists the desired map. We use the notations in § 3. On the local coordinate neighborhood (C/, u) given at § 3, we get, by a straightforward computation, 
